
How Habitual.AI is 
revitalizing credit card 
usage among 
customers by building 
new habits

Learn how Habitual.AI is delivering business results for a top-tier Indian 
bank in the form of higher credit card transactions, unique users & credit 
card expenditure. 

Overview
Even in the age of digital payments, the credit card 
continues to be a key payment instrument for Indian 
consumers. Credit cards have been clocking steady 
growth over the years – for instance, the year 2018 
saw a strong 26% increase in the circulation of 
credit cards.1

For banks, payment-related revenue (including 
revenue from credit cards) accounts for about a 
third of their top line.2 As the payment sector 
continues to evolve, winning and retaining credit 
card customers is a crucial objective for banks. 

This is not an easy task - today’s customers expect 
to be guided into getting the most out of their cards, 
whether they’re paying bills, shopping online, or 
redeeming reward points or special offers. 
Customers expect a fully personalized credit card 
experience that delivers cost savings & real 
product value. 

For banks that cater to millions of credit card 
customers, this is an incredibly large and complex 
challenge to meet.

The business problem
A top-tier private bank in India partnered with 3LOQ 
to meet the following business objectives:

Boost credit card engagement metrics: The 
client wanted to identify credit card customers 
who were inactive and nudge them towards 
using their cards again. The client also wanted to 
improve credit card transaction numbers. 

Extract customer behaviour insight: The bank 
was interested in discovering the top use cases 
or user touch points which drove sticky or 
habitual credit card usage among their 
customers. 



Why Habitual.AI
When a product is useful, customers don’t stop 
using it and when their needs are fulfilled, they 
don’t explore competitor solutions. Habitual 
customers are crucial for businesses looking to 
acquire and retain new users. 

But habits are extremely hard to make or break - 
different users have different existing habits, 
and they each have a unique learning curve. 
Creating new customer habits involves isolating 
product usage patterns and predicting 

The Habitual.AI Solution
Habitual.AI analyzed approximately 295M transactions from a pool of 1.5M unique credit card users. 

The algorithm broke down credit card behaviour by transactions, events and unique users to understand how 
customers used their credit cards. 

Habitual.AI calculated habit formation paths for every customer - personalized product journeys that are most 
likely to foster habitual usage. The client used the habit-formation paths to serve product recommendations to 
their credit card customers.

habit-forming interactions of the greatest utility 
to every user. It is a daunting problem to solve at 
scale.

Recognizing that data analysis of this calibre 
requires the power of AI, the client chose to work 
with 3LOQ’s Habitual.AI - a patent-pending, 
AI-based solution that automatically creates 
customer habits through the power of cognitive 
computing, analytics and machine learning.



The credit card activities most predictive of 
forming a habit

The most popular user journey paths 

Credit card transaction distribution sliced by 
various parameters such as time with bank, city, 
age and gender 

Top credit card use cases by number of users, 
expenditure and age

Result
When assessing the recommendation results, 
3LOQ identified two key customer personas - A 
and B. 

Group A: Customers who followed the 
recommendation
Group B: Customers who did not follow the 
recommendation  

Out of 1.5M users:

• Group A comprised of 13.4% of the total 
recommended user base

• Group B comprised of 86.6% of the total 
recommended user base

Habitual.AI Recommendation 
Outcomes
1. Overall change in the number of credit card 
transactions

2. Change in the variety of credit card 
transactions

3. Change in Credit Card Expenditure

There was a 27.9% increase in Group A's unique 
events count post-recommendation, showing a 
significant increase in the variety of credit card 
transactions. Group A users were the only pool to 
display in increase in unique events count during 
this period.

Group A's median spend amount on credit cards 
increased by a strong 65.4% 
post-recommendation. This increase greatly 
outperformed the BAU increase of 13.5% during 
the same period.

The AI also delivered crucial insights to the 
product and marketing teams, relating to:

There was a 54.3% increase in Group A's median 
credit card transaction count post-recommenda-
tion – a dramatic lift over the 3.63% increase in 
the BAU median transaction count during the 
same period.



About 3LOQ
3LOQ is an AI start-up founded by Carnegie 
Mellon alum Anirudh Shah & Sunil Motaparti. 
Having worked in the machine learning and data 
analytics sector for more than a decade, 3LOQ's 
leadership has deep expertise in building highly 
efficient algorithms that solve multi-dimensional 
problems. 

Their patent-pending flagship product 
Habitual.AI is the worlds' first AI engine that 
automates the process of building new customer 
habits. It triggers habitual product usage at scale 
using cognitive computing, analytics and 
machine learning. 

Trusted by leading institutions in global banking, 
Habitual.AI currently services a total base of 
more than 10M end-users. It consistently 
delivers business results in the form of more 
transactions, more monthly active users (MAUs) 
and reduced customer churn - all by building 
customer habits.

3LOQ is headquartered in Hyderabad, India and 
has offices in Bangalore (India) and Mountain 
View (USA).
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